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Introduction
This folio describes the Living Architecture Systems Group 

exploration kits and their components: scaffolds, devices and 

mounts, electronics, and behaviour software, interfaces and 

simulations.

The Living Architecture Exploration Kits encourage experimenta-

tion with polyhedra, form-finding, and architectural design devel-

opment. These open-ended scaffolds are based on open source 

patterns, easily shared and continuously expanded on. The kits 

are made up of nested components which relate to each other 

in direct ways. The scaffolds support electronic devices and 

behaviour software, interface and simulations, which in turn 

provide opportunities for programming and engineering. Devices 

and mounts function as intermediary links. The kits in this folio 

represent a range of materials, from rudimentary materials such 

as found branches and bamboo skewers, to more advanced 

thermoforming.

above 
Endless Connections Domaine de 

Boisbuchet Kit, LASG/PBSI
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These kits relate to long-range questions raised by the LASG: 

Can architecture integrate living functions? Could future build-

ings think, and care? The research of the Living Architecture 

Systems Group is developing built environments with qualities 

that come close to life, from the scale of a large testbed envi-

ronment to a handheld working model. The LASG is focused 

on develop ing innovative technologies, new critical aesthetics, 

and integrative design working methods, helping equip a new 

generation of designers with critical next-generation skills and 

critical perspectives for working with complex environments. 

Illustrated bills of material list the four kits: Star Hub 

Exploration Kits, Disc Hub Exploration Kits, Endless 

Connections Domaine de Boisbuchet Kits, and Waterloo 

Architecture Exploration Design Kits. Scaffold explorations and 

integrated system examples are also included. The integrated 

systems demonstrate larger environmental applications that 

are possible with the kit construction, showing applications 

such as Meander, CAST-LASG Workshop, and Endless 

Connections. However, interesting standalone constructions 

can also be achieved at full scale.

To date, the LASG exploration kits have been distributed and 

used at Domaine de Boisbuchet, Poitiers, France; LAUNCH 

Waterloo, Canada; and TU Delft, the Netherlands. Users 

have ranged from grade school students to adult workshop 

participants. The exploration kits are continuously evolving to 

accommodate new design objectives and user groups. Earlier 

versions are summarized in the LASG folio Geometry Kit: 

Archimedean Polyhedra (2020). 

Icosahedron
12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts

Flexible Hub Connectors
TPE Stars:

    ○ 10 x Tri Stars + Clips
    ○ 12 x Quad Stars + Clips
    ○ 12 x Pent Stars + Clips
    ○ 20 x Hex Stars + Clips
    ○ 2   x Hept Stars + Clips
    ○ 6   x Oct Stars + Clips
    ○ 2   x Novem Stars + Clips

Penrose:

   ○ 6 x Narrow Penrose Rhombs
   ○ 6 x Wide Penrose Rhombs

Bamboo Struts:

   ○ 120 x 3cm Struts
   ○ 120 x 6cm Struts
   ○  20  x 12cm Struts

Tri Star
+ Clip

Quad Star
+ Clip

Narrow 
Penrose Rhomb

+ Clip

Wide
 Penrose Rhomb

+ Clip
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Pent Star
+ Clip

Hex Star
+ Clip

Hept Star
+ Clip

Oct Star
+ Clip

Share your creations with us! 
#MeanderCambridge #LivingArchitectureSystems #LAUNCH

@lasg_research @launchwaterloo

To make this shape, a truncated icosahedron, use 15mm tubes to 
connect hexagonal tiles and 23mm tubes to connect hexagonal tiles to 

pentagonal tiles.

Parts - Pt. 1MEANDER 
I Spy...

Spar
The spar is made by cutting a 
pattern into a flat sheet of material 
and stretching it. What direction 
do you think it was stretched in? 
What does it remind you of?

Responsive Speaker
The responsive speaker is housed in a 3-D printed 
shell with electronics. Individual sounds are stored 
within the sculpture’s electronics and sounds move 
from speaker to speaker. You can also trigger sounds 
by activating a sensor mounted on a speaker.

Frond
A special kind of wire called 
Shape Memory Alloy makes 
these fronds curl and wave. 
What do you imagine the 
movement would look like?

Unfolded Sphere
1:1

above 
Star Hub Exploration Kit, LASG/PBSI

above 
Disc Hub Exploration Kit, LASG/PBSI

Share your creations with us! 
#MeanderCambridge #LivingArchitectureSystems #LAUNCH

@lasg_research @launchwaterloo

To make this shape, a truncated icosahedron, use 15mm tubes to 
connect hexagonal tiles and 23mm tubes to connect hexagonal tiles to 

pentagonal tiles.

Parts - Pt. 1MEANDER 
I Spy...

Spar
The spar is made by cutting a 
pattern into a flat sheet of material 
and stretching it. What direction 
do you think it was stretched in? 
What does it remind you of?

Responsive Speaker
The responsive speaker is housed in a 3-D printed 
shell with electronics. Individual sounds are stored 
within the sculpture’s electronics and sounds move 
from speaker to speaker. You can also trigger sounds 
by activating a sensor mounted on a speaker.

Frond
A special kind of wire called 
Shape Memory Alloy makes 
these fronds curl and wave. 
What do you imagine the 
movement would look like?

Unfolded Sphere
1:1

PBAIC20
Sticky Note
add Meander photo and immersive vignettes
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Scaffolds
facing 
Endless Connections at Domaine de 

Boisbuchet, 2021, LASG/PBSI

Scaffolds are the physical structures that support the explo-

ration kits’ devices, mounts, and electronics. In the context of 

the LA Exploration Kits, scaffolds are constructed from light-

weight efficient material such as bamboo skewers and wood 

skewers, and connected using acrylic, polyurethane, or flexible 

tubing. Kit scaffolds have taken the form of trusses, towers, 

and polyhedra, among more experimental shells, surfaces 

and tessellations. Scaffolds take the starting point of a single 

unit and form through operations such as polymer templating, 

close-packing, and tangent connections.

PBAIC20
Sticky Note
add KC geometric graphics
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Wooden skewer scaffolding, triangle

Wooden skewer scaffolding, multiple triangles
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Wooden skewer scaffolding, pyramidal form Wooden skewer scaffolding, truss tower
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LASG star hub exploration kit, icosahedron
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LASG polyurethane star hubs
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Devices and Mounts

facing 
Shadows and Whispers at Domaine de 

Boisbuchet, 2022, LASG/PBSI

Mounts are attached directly to scaffolds to carry 

electronics parts. These mounts encompass a range of 

laser-cut plates and disks, typically made with wood or 

cardboard. Combined with tubing, hardware, and custom 

strain relief mounts, they support breadboards and 

electronics devices. Devices include light emitting diode 

(LED) actuators, direct current (DC) motor actuators, light 

dependent resistor (LDR) sensors, and passive infrared 

(PIR) sensors. The sensors are the eyes and ears of kit 

constructions. The mounts are the intermediary links that 

enable the scaffolds’ interactive functions.

PBAIC20
Sticky Note
caption: mounting plate
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Breadboard
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LED Actuator

Cardboard disk for SAI breadboard

Tubing

LED actuator with mount

Plan view

Front view

Side view

Strain relief mount 

and hardware
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LDR Sensor

Cardboard disk for SAI breadboard

Tubing

Photosensor with mount

Strain relief mount 

and hardware

Plan view

Front view

Side view
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DC Motor Actuator

Cardboard disk for SAI breadboard

Tubing

Plan view

Front view

Side view

Strain relief mount 

and hardware

DC motor with mount 

and 3D printed collar
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PIR Sensor

Cardboard disk for SAI breadboard

Tubing

PIR sensor with mount 

and 3D printed collar

Strain relief mount 

and hardware

Front view

Side view

Plan view
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PBAIC20
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title: Breadboard and mounting plate on scaffold
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Electronics Hardware
Ficium iur, nectiorum aliquist errunt aborro enditatqui con erum 

int porupta sincium, unt odi dest, officto del endit ullesequae 

cor sit et aceatis que pedit volores qui nis debis samet ven-

debis auditaquas aut mil iur aut haribea rchillatet eos consere 

cerio. Olore, neturit aut alic tes cum fugias seque estrumq 

uibusci volorum harum voluptiost, ut labor mossunt pa nonet 

volorio nsequuntorem eosti arumqua tenimaximus.

Fuga. Alibeatum alique net ommossi re sinveles ipsam expe-

rupta cuptati atissi dolora ne si ilique nihil et, unt liqui comni od 

ulloriatem si quod magnitem endus etur, ad essimusci dolores 

estiatem dolorum eserferibus.

Obit, volupide am que si demquae. On re cus rerumquid 

quiam, voluptatusam iduciae officiandi quis minctor maximpos 

et experum audaersped quo quia voloriasi doluptur re, niet 

doles idessimus quassi dolorem quas exceaquid molore re 

plam as explit andelita antiuri aspellaccae pe nempedi tibea-

quam aut aligenem. Ut autem ut quati acerro moluptatatur 

samus rernatis estium eate el ipsaper aepuda voluptat omnien-

dus nonserumquam aliquidebit erate volorero tem fugiant, 

serae vent, culloresci sum earchilis ex et aped modi idebis 

eliquiatqui nis reptur, occuptam ent ea cum volent.

above 
SAI Current Breadboard on mounting 

plate (Assembled with Arduino Pro 

Mini, wiring and indicator LEDs)

PBAIC20
Sticky Note
work on this
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Control Components

 
SAI Breadboards

The Smart Actuator Interfaces (SAIs) for the Living Architecture 

Exploration Kits are pre-assembled onto breadboards. A 

breadboard is a construction base used to build semi-permanent 

prototypes of electronic circuits. 

The high current and low current breadboards include:

1. An Arduino Pro Mini: this is the blue board on the right side of 

the breadboard pictured to the left. 

2. A “trigger” push button, which causes the SAIs to play their 

stored actuation profiles: this is the circular black button on 

the left side of the breadboard pictured to the left. 

3. “Indicator” light emitting diodes (LEDs) are connected to the 

SAI’s actuator channels and light up as the SAI runs through 

its actuation profiles. These are the clear plastic bulbs at the 

top-centre of the breadboards. The LEDs are also connected 

to current limiting resistors that protect the LEDs and the 

Arduino from being damaged by high currents; these are the 

cylindrical components with coloured bands next to each LED 

in the images. 

4. Coloured wires: these are the coloured lines and curves in 

the diagrams. Note that there are two types of wires both 

in the diagrams and photographs: straight lines and curves 

in the diagrams, which respectively correspond to flat wires 

and out-of-plane wires in the photographs. The straight lines, 

or flat wires, are meant to always remain plugged in as-built. 

The curved, or out-of-plane, wires are meant to be temporary 

connections that can be moved, removed and plugged into 

other devices like sensors.

above 
SAI Breadboard and High-Current 

Driver compatible SAI Breadboard
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The component that differentiates the high current and low 

current breadboards is the high current driver (the component 

name is DRV8833, typically used as a motor driver). This is 

the black board at the center of the High Current SAI. The 

high current driver is used to power components that require 

more electrical current than the Arduino can provide on its 

own (such as the DC motor included in this kit). The two leads 

of the motor will be connected to pairs of output pins of this 

board (breadboard positions 13a & 14a or 15a & 16a).

Cables and Wires

There are three types of cables/wires included in this kit 

(excluding the wires that are pre-assembled as part of the SAI 

breadboards). Note that the term “wire” typically refers to a 

single conductor, while a “cable” refers to multiple conductors 

attached together. Sometimes a cable can be disassembled 

into individual wires. For example, some of the cables in 

this kit are “ribbon” style cables, with ~5 different coloured 

wires attached in a flat ribbon. Individual coloured wires can 

be peeled off. A specific conductor in a cable might also be 

referred to as a wire. For example, in a 3-wire ribbon cable 

going to the PIR sensor, the individual wires within the cable 

could be called the “power/supply wire,” “ground wire,” and 

“signal wire.”

1. Dupont ribbon cables with various connectors (pin-pin, 

pin-socket, socket-socket): These cables are used to con-

nect devices (actuators, sensors, other SAI breadboards) 

to the SAI breadboards. They can be peeled apart into 

smaller bundles or individual wires. The word “Dupont” 

refers to the termination (plastic case with metal insert) at 

each end of the wire. These are often also referred to as 

“breadboard,” “jumper” or “header” wires. 

above 
Dupont pin-pin/pin-socket/socket-

socket wires
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2. 6P socket-socket Dupont cable: The 6P notation refers 

to the six pins in this cable. This cable connects the FTDI 

programmer to an Arduino. The Dupont connectors have 

a fixed pin arrangement which ensures the cables are 

connected to the correct pins. 

3. USB A to USB B mini cable: This is a common type 

of USB cable. Here it is included to connect the FTDI 

programmer to your computer.

 

Strain relief mounts: Cables and wires are mounted using 

the provided strain relief mounts. Strain relief protects 

components from damage. It transfers forces that could be 

picked up by a cable onto a structure, rather than onto the 

components or their connectors.

In this application, the strain relief mounts should be used to 

secure cables whenever a cable leaves or enters a mounting 

plate or device, or whenever two cables connect. In these 

examples, a mount is used for a cable that is leaving an SAI 

breadboard and the mounting plate. Another one is used on 

the plate where it lands, and another on the other side of a 

connection between the cables.

above 
6p” socket to socket Dupont wires for 

FTDI-to-Arduino

above 
USB A to USB B mini

above 
Strain relief mount
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FTDI Programmer

The FTDI (Future Technology Devices International) 

programmer is a device that is used to translate a personal 

computer’s USB communication protocol to the TTL 

communication protocol used by the Arduino. Some Arduinos 

(for example the Arduino Uno) have a built-in component that 

does this on-board. It is also used to provide power from your 

computer’s USB port to the SAI and associated components.

The Firmware section of this folio further details how the FTDI 

programmer is connected and used.

Actuators

Light Emitting Diode (LED)

An LED is a common electrical component that emits light 

when an electrical current passes through it in its forward 

direction. To connect the LED in its forward direction, the 

anode must first be identified. The anode is the metal leg that 

connects to the SAI actuator output. 

While the two most reliable ways to identify the anode are by 

identifying the post or the flat spot (which is on the opposite 

side of the lens from the anode), the LEDs in these kits have 

been pre-mounted in such a way that these indicators aren’t 

easily visible. Instead, the anode for these LEDs can be 

identified as being the longer metal leg.

To reach the metal legs, you may need to remove some 

cardboard or tape. Be careful not to pull the LED out of the 

mount/hot glue while doing so. Hold the assembly carefully as 

above 
LED actuator with mount
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you pull the cardboard directly away from the wooden mount 

and/or use scissors to cut the cardboard away.

Once the anode has been identified, connect it to the actuation 

output of the SAI. Then, connect the other leg (the cathode), 

to breadboard position 13j via a Dupont cable. Connect the 

110ohm current limiting resistor that accompanies the LED 

to 13i, then the other leg to the breadboard’s ground rail 

(identifiable by the blue line and -’ve symbol).

DC Motor

A DC motor is another common electrical component that 

converts electricity into rotational energy. It can be made to 

spin in either direction depending on the polarity of the applied 

voltage. A DC motor requires more current than an Arduino 

can normally supply (40mA per pin), so it must be plugged into 

the output of a high current driver. To set up the motor to spin 

counter-clockwise, use a Dupont wire to connect the motor’s 

red wire to the High Current SAI breadboard position 13a 

(actuator 1) or 15a (actuator 2). Then connect the black wire 

to breadboard position 14a (actuator 1) or 16a (actuator 2), via 

another Dupont wire. If you want the motor to spin clockwise, 

swap the red/black wire connections. 

The DC motor has been preassembled with a 3D printed 

motor collar, which can be used to affix materials to the motor.

above 
DC motor with mount and 3D 

printed collar
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Sensors

Photoresistor

Also known as a light dependent resistor (LDR), a photoresis-

tor is a resistor that changes its electrical resistance when light 

is shining on it. The LDR in your kits varies (non-linearly) from 

a few 100 ohms of resistance under a bright flashlight, to over 

10Mohms in complete darkness. When combined with a fixed 

resistance (in this case, 10k ohms), the change in resistance 

with light can be measured by the SAI to make either a ‘light 

detector’ or a ‘darkness detector.’ 

To set up the LDR as a darkness detector, connect one leg of 

the photoresistor to the sensor input pin (use the jumper wire 

to connect from breadboard position 25a to 6e; then use a pin-

socket Dupont wire to connect the photoresistor to position 

6c), and the other leg to the ground rail. Then with the 10k 

ohm resistor, connect one leg to the sensor input pin (position 

6b) and the other to the 5V rail.

To use the LDR to detect light rather than dark, reverse 

the ground and 5V rail connections.  I.e., connect the LDR 

between 6c and 5V, and the 10k ohm resistor between 6b and 

ground.

Passive Infrared (PIR) Sensor

A PIR sensor is used to detect motion by looking for changes 

in infrared light. It is a complex sensor with its own on-board 

settings that can be used to adjust its output, shown in the 

image below. These are typically used for motion detectors in 

burglar alarm systems or for automatic outdoor lighting.

The retriggering mode selector jumper (pink outline on the 

left) is used by the sensor to determine whether the sensor 

above 
Photoresistor with mount

above 
PIR Sensor with mount
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above 
The three pin header (red outline at the 

top) is for the power (Vcc), ground (GND), 

and sensor output (OUT) connections to 

the SAI. 

will continuously output a reading while there is movement in 

front of it (retriggering mode; the H setting), or whether it will 

turn on with movement but turn off after a period even if there 

is continuous movement, after which it will come back on if 

there is still movement (non-retriggering mode; the L setting).  

The photo above shows the jumper in the L setting.

The last two onboard settings are set by the sensitivity and 

“pulse” time dials (yellow outline at the bottom). The sensitivity 

dial determines how sensitive the device will be to movement. 

Turn the dial counterclockwise to make it less sensitive, and 

clockwise to make it more sensitive. The time dial determines 

how long the sensor outputs a “movement detected” sig-

nal. Turn the dial counter clockwise to reduce the time (to a 

minimum of ~2.5s), or clockwise to increase the time (to a 

maximum of ~250s).

To connect the PIR sensor to the SAI, move the existing sensor 

input jumper wire from ground to 6e. Using a socket-pin 

Dupont wire, connect GND on the PIR to the ground rail on 

the breadboard. Using a socket-pin Dupont wire, connect OUT 

on the PIR to location 6c on the breadboard. Finally, using a 

socket-pin Dupont wire, connect Vcc on the PIR to the 5V rail 

on the breadboard.

PBAIC20
Sticky Note
edit
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Firmware Setups
Firmware is the structure that allows users to decide how 

devices will behave. Acting between hardware and the 

behaviour software and interfaces, it does this by interpreting 

inputs that a user enters in the software. The SAI boards in the 

LA Exploration Kits contain code that runs continuously (“firm-

ware”), similar to a computer’s operating system. Occasionally 

a new version of the firmware may become available and/

or necessary to fix bugs, add new features, etc. This section 

describes how to install new firmware to the SAI boards.

Burning the Arduino Uno bootloader prior to uploading the 

firmware is required upon purchasing a new Arduino. The 

following section provides instructions for this process. 
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Burning the Bootloader

1. Install the USBasp drivers for your laptop. USBasp is a USB 

in-circuit programmer for Atmel AVR controllers. 

2. Connect USBasp programmer to a USB port on a laptop. 

3. Connect the other end to a breadboard and the Arduino using 

Dupont jumpers. The power light should come on and if the 

Arduino is new, the indicator LED should flash at 1Hz. 

4. Launch the Arduino IDE ( https://www.arduino.cc/en/software ) 

on your laptop 

4.1. Under Tools/Boards, select Arduino/Genuino Uno, 

4.2. Under Tools/Programmer, select USBasp, 

4.3. Under Tools, select Burn Bootloader, 

1. The indicator light will flash intermittently briefly, and then 

go dark; if it continues to flash at 1Hz, then the burn was not 

successful.
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left, below 
Connection of FTDI programmer 

to Arduino: note the order of the 

connection between the boards.

PBAIC20
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Uploading the Firmware

1. Connect the FTDI programmer to the Arduino as shown in the 

images to the right. 

2. Install the drivers for your FTDI USB-serial interface; 

Instructions here: https://bit.ly/39y6sZi.  

3.  Download the Arduino firmware folder to your laptop. 

4. Run the Arduino IDE: https://www.arduino.cc/en/software  

4.1. Under Tools/Manage Libraries... search for “Volume  

 3” and click Install if not already installed, 

4.2. Under Tools/Ports, make note of the ports that are  

 listed. 

5. Plug the FTDI interface device into your laptop via a USB-

miniUSB cable. 

5.1. Under Tools/Ports, select the new entry that has  

 appeared, 

5.2. Under Tools/Boards, select “Arduino/Genuino Uno”, 

5.3. Under File/Open... navigate to the folder you down 

 loaded above, and open the SmartActuator.ino file, 

5.4. Under Sketch, select “Upload”.

The lights on the FTDI interface and Arduino will flash while the 

firmware uploads, and once complete they will go out and the SAI 

will reset. If your board has LEDs on the actuator channels, they will 

flash a few times to indicate the firmware version. The constructor 

kit boards were created with firmware version 4.1, so in this case 

the LED will flash four times (and the other flash, once) whenever 

the Arduino is powered on or reset.

Repeat this process for the other board(s).
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Behaviour Software and Interfaces
The behaviour designer page can be found at sai.lasg.ca.  

The login page will appear upon entry of the URL. 

Note: Google Chrome MUST be used. 

left 
SAI Designer web page
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SAI Profile Editor

 

The following screencaps describe the sections and functions 

of the behaviour designer interface, as well as tips for using 

the software.

Profiles are patterns that control the actuators. The Mapper is 

a graphical user interface (GUI) for a digital representation of 

patterns or system-making.
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SAI Mapper
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Kits
The following section of this folio documents Living 

Architecture Exploration Kits assembled and distributed in 

various educational venues. Illustrated bills of material list 

the four kits: Star Hub Exploration Kits, Disc Hub Exploration 

Kits, Endless Connections Domaine de Boisbuchet Kits, and 

Waterloo Architecture Exploration Design Kits. Quantities of 

materials are provided so that kits can easily be assembled 

from home. Assembly patterns and possible configurations 

are shown, but the kits are intended to accommodate new 

explorations and form finding exercises.

facing 
LASG Disc Hub Exploration Kit used 

for design development of Meander in 

Tapestry Hall, Cambridge
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3 4

Scale Kit

Scale Kit Crenellation Plan
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LASG Disc Hub Exploration Kit

The LASG Disc Hub Exploration Kit is made up of laser cut discs and PVC 
tubing, in two standard cut lengths. It can be used to construct the full suite of 
Archimedean polyhedra as well as further explorations.
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Meander is made with repeating geometric patterns. The 
designers of the Meander sculpture used kits similar to this 
one to explore and design the full-size sculpture. Can you see 
how the small parts in this kit are similar to full-size parts in the 
Reef, Geode Core and Cloud areas of the sculpture? 

Visit Meander at Tapestry Hall in Cambridge, 
or at www.meandercambridge.ca, to see the full scale
of the sculpture.

15mm 23mm

Try cutting your own connectors of up to 60mm in length. 

What will you design?
 
Use the tiles and connecting pieces to experiment with making 
your own different patterns and shapes.

What happens when you connect all of the same type of 60mm 
tiles?

What happens when you combine different types of 60mm tiles?

How does each design look visually different? Which one do you 
find most appealing? Why?

What happens when you add in 30mm tiles?

What happens when you add in different connector lengths?

In these combinations, which design do you find most interesting? 

Share your creations with us! 
#MeanderCambridge #LivingArchitectureSystems #LAUNCH

@lasg_research @launchwaterloo

To make this shape, a truncated icosahedron, use 15mm tubes to 
connect hexagonal tiles and 23mm tubes to connect hexagonal tiles to 

pentagonal tiles.

Parts - Pt. 1MEANDER 
I Spy...

Spar
The spar is made by cutting a 
pattern into a flat sheet of material 
and stretching it. What direction 
do you think it was stretched in? 
What does it remind you of?

Responsive Speaker
The responsive speaker is housed in a 3-D printed 
shell with electronics. Individual sounds are stored 
within the sculpture’s electronics and sounds move 
from speaker to speaker. You can also trigger sounds 
by activating a sensor mounted on a speaker.

Frond
A special kind of wire called 
Shape Memory Alloy makes 
these fronds curl and wave. 
What do you imagine the 
movement would look like?

Unfolded Sphere
1:1

Meander is made with repeating geometric patterns. The 
designers of the Meander sculpture used kits similar to this 
one to explore and design the full-size sculpture. Can you see 
how the small parts in this kit are similar to full-size parts in the 
Reef, Geode Core and Cloud areas of the sculpture? 

Visit Meander at Tapestry Hall in Cambridge, 
or at www.meandercambridge.ca, to see the full scale
of the sculpture.

15mm 23mm

Try cutting your own connectors of up to 60mm in length. 

What will you design?
 
Use the tiles and connecting pieces to experiment with making 
your own different patterns and shapes.

What happens when you connect all of the same type of 60mm 
tiles?

What happens when you combine different types of 60mm tiles?

How does each design look visually different? Which one do you 
find most appealing? Why?

What happens when you add in 30mm tiles?

What happens when you add in different connector lengths?
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Share your creations with us! 
#MeanderCambridge #LivingArchitectureSystems #LAUNCH

@lasg_research @launchwaterloo

To make this shape, a truncated icosahedron, use 15mm tubes to 
connect hexagonal tiles and 23mm tubes to connect hexagonal tiles to 

pentagonal tiles.

Parts - Pt. 1MEANDER 
I Spy...

Spar
The spar is made by cutting a 
pattern into a flat sheet of material 
and stretching it. What direction 
do you think it was stretched in? 
What does it remind you of?

Responsive Speaker
The responsive speaker is housed in a 3-D printed 
shell with electronics. Individual sounds are stored 
within the sculpture’s electronics and sounds move 
from speaker to speaker. You can also trigger sounds 
by activating a sensor mounted on a speaker.

Frond
A special kind of wire called 
Shape Memory Alloy makes 
these fronds curl and wave. 
What do you imagine the 
movement would look like?

Unfolded Sphere
1:1
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LASG Star Hub Exploration Kit

The LASG Star Hub Exploration Kit is made up of 3D printed polyeurethane hubs 
and wooden skewers. It can be used to construct the full suite of Archimedean 
polyhedra as well as further explorations.
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Flexible Hub Connectors

Icosahedron
12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts

Flexible Hub Connectors
TPE Stars:

    ○ 10 x Tri Stars 
    ○ 12 x Quad Stars    
    ○ 12 x Pent Stars 
    ○ 20 x Hex Stars 
    ○ 2   x Hept Stars 
    ○ 6   x Oct Stars 
    ○ 2   x Novem Stars 

Bamboo Struts:

   ○ 120 x 3cm Struts
   ○ 120 x 6cm Struts
   ○  20  x 12cm Struts

Tri StarDuo Star Quad Star
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Icosahedron
12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts
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TPE Stars: 
45 Degree

20 x Duo

20 x Tri

12 x Quad

12 x Pent

12 x Hex

2 x Hept

4 x Oct

2 x Novem
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TPE Stars: 
Alternating

4 x Quad

4 x Hex

4 x Oct

Bamboo 
Struts

80 x 3cm

80 x 6cm

Kit Contents

Icosahedron
12 Pent Connectors, 20 Bamboo 

Struts
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Flexible Hub Connectors

Icosahedron
12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts

Flexible Hub Connectors
TPE Stars:
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Icosahedron
12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts

Flexible Hub Connectors
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Alternating

4 x Quad

4 x Hex

4 x Oct

Bamboo 
Struts

80 x 3cm

80 x 6cm

Kit Contents
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12 Pent Connectors, 20 Bamboo 

Struts
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12 Pentagonal connectors, 20 Bamboo Struts

Flexible Hub Connectors
TPE Stars:

    ○ 10 x Tri Stars 
    ○ 12 x Quad Stars    
    ○ 12 x Pent Stars 
    ○ 20 x Hex Stars 
    ○ 2   x Hept Stars 
    ○ 6   x Oct Stars 
    ○ 2   x Novem Stars 
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Truncated Octahedron

24 Tri Connectors, 36 Bamboo Struts
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Truncated Octahedron

Unfolded Net Diagram
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Waffle
20 Tri Connectors, 12 Hex 

Connectors, 52 Bamboo Struts

x 2

Assembly 
Diagram

3

4

1 2

x 20

x 12

x 52
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Waffle
20 Tri Connectors, 12 Hex 

Connectors, 52 Bamboo Struts

x 2

Assembly 
Diagram

3

4

1 2

x 20

x 12

x 52
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Waterloo Architecture Exploration Design Kit

Scaffolding

Skewers 

Tubing 

Straws 

Pipe Cleaners 

Zip ties (Small) 

Zip ties (Large) 

Extra mounting plate with spacer ring 

Extra mounting plates without spacer ring 

Rotating arm components (3 base parts, arm, screw, wing nut) 

Vinyl tube for rotating arm bases 

Cable strain relief mounts

Electronics

High Current SAI Breadboard on mounting plate 

Low Current SAI Breadboard on mounting plate 

FTDI Programmer (for programming an SAI) 

6P Dupont Socket Cable (FTDI to Arduino) 

USB A to USB B mini cable (Computer to FTDI) 

Photoresistor with mount 

10k Ohm resistor (for photoresistor) 

Passive Infrared (PIR) Sensor with mount 

LED actuator with mount 

110 Ohm resistor (for LED) 

DC motor with mount and 3D printed collar 

Dupont pin-pin wires (mix 10 and 20cm) 

Dupont pin-socket wires (mix 10 and 20cm) 

Dupont socket-socket wires (mix 10 and 20cm) 

Dupont pin-pin wires 100cm 

Dupont pin-socket wires 100cm 

Dupont socket-socket wires 100cm

Quantity

100 

18ft 

36 

66 

100 

100 

1 

3 

4 

25cm 

8

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

15 

15 

15 

5 

5 

5
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SAI

Structural  
weight (x2)

Endless Connections Boisbuchet Kit

Scaffolding

Bamboo truss 

Arm mount disk 

Rotating arm base piece 

Rotating arm side piece 

Rotating arm vibration motor arm piece 

Board mount disk 

Battery mount triangle 

Motor collar (vibration motor) 

1/4-20 7/8 bolts 

1/4-20 7/8 wing nuts 

Tubing for scaffold joints (5/32”)

Electronics

Arduino Pro Mini (5V/16MHz) 

Solderless Breadboard 

USB to DIP breakout 

Dupont Jumper wire 

FTDI programmer 

Battery Pack 

27ohm 1W resistor 

High current driver (DRV8833) 

1M resistors 

110 ohm resistors

Actuators/Sensors

Piezo disk 

White LED 

Greeting card recorder 

Vibration motors

Quantity

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1ft

2 

2 

1 

10 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

 

 

 

1 

4 

1 

2
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Antenna sensor

Antenna stem

SAI

Structural  
weight (x2)

DC motor w/ tapping 
instrument

Drum

SAI

Power supply (x2)

Structual weight
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Integrated Systems

above 
Interactive Environments 

Minor TU Delft 2021 at TU 

Delft National Library, 2021

facing 
Endless Connections at 

Domaine de Boisbuchet, 

2021, LASG/PBSI
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left 
Shadows and Whispers at 

Domaine de Boisbuchet, 

2022, LASG/PBSI

facing 
Shadows and Whispers at 

Domaine de Boisbuchet, 

2022, LASG/PBSI
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above, left, facing 
CAST-LASG Workshop at 

University of Manitoba, 2020, 

LASG/PBSI
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right 
Meander at Tapestry Hall, 

Cambridge, 2020, LASG/PBSI
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above, facing 
The Performance, ARCH 510 

coursework, 2021, Garrett McGill 

and Sarah Soudki
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below, facing 
Reflektor, ARCH 510 coursework, 2021, 

Giulia Simonetta and Sophie Wang
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above, facing 
Machine-Human Interaction, ARCH 510 coursework, 

2021, Chiun Lee and Chris Qiu
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